Female Family-Head Resilience in Building Family Food Security in New Normal Adaptation of Covid-19 Pandemic
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Abstract: - The problem in this research is that women access of providing food is limited due to Covid-19 pandemic, insufficient skills and education as well as poverty. The aim is to describe and analyze the capacity of poor women as family head in strengthening food security in the new normal period. The focus of this research is the family head of poor women in the city of Surakarta, Central Java, Indonesia. The results showed that the resilience of poor women's household heads was hindered by the legal identity they did not have after divorcing from their husbands. A legal identity will provide a foundation for women to access closed opportunities, because poor women do not understand legal identity is a prerequisite for accessing assistance in poverty alleviation programs. Fortunately, these poor women head of households have excellent resilience to maintain food security for their families. Their resilience is currently heavier than the monetary crisis in 1989-1999, because at this time they have to compete with others who are more knowledgeable in information technology. As the recommendations, the results of this study are aimed at the city government of Surakarta to develop a different affirmative strategy to strengthen family food security, especially for poor female household heads.
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1 Introduction
The Covid-19 pandemic is not over. Data on growth, collapse and development continue to be monitored by the Covid Task Force around the world. It is recorded that the distribution map for the last 14 days of October 2020 has reached 45.9 million cases with 1.19 million deaths. Indonesia has 410,088 confirmed cases, of which 58,418 are categorized as active cases or 14.2 percent of confirmed cases. A total of 337,801 were declared cured or 82.4 percent of confirmed deaths and 13,869 or 3.4 percent of confirmed deaths. Central Java Province, including the red area number 4 in Indonesia. The total confirmed as of the end of October was 35,126 with 3,955 suspects, 3,784 patients treated, 28,741 recovered and 2061 deaths. Covid-19 seems to never disappear, at least the predictions of scientists, University of Minnesota scientists reveal three models [1]. The first scenario is a series of repeated small waves known as peaks and valleys, followed by the second scenario known as a fall peak, which is the worst-case scenario occurring in the northern hemisphere in the fall of September to December 2020, which is considered to be similar to the Spanish flu that occurred 1918-1919 as more and more people are infected without symptoms [2]. The third scenario is a slow burn or slow decline. This third scenario by Dr. Jeremy Greene from Johns Hopkins University is referred to as a social perspective, namely that the end of Covid-19 is not the loss of the virus, but rather boredom due to constant pressure from various sides, and wants to try to live side by side with Covid-19.

The impact of Covid-19 that is felt by the whole world is not only a health problem but also felt by the community is economic vulnerability, especially the poor and marginalized groups. The prediction of a study showed that the poverty rate will increase due to Covid-19 and result in a decline in national economic growth [3]. Statistics Indonesia (Badan Pusat Statistik/BPS) records in March 2020 amounted to 9.78 percent of the poor, an increase of 0.56 percentage points compared to September 2019 and an increase of 0.37 percentage points compared to March 2019. It is estimated that the worst affected are the poor, including those who are right in the poverty line and slightly above the poverty line. Based on the results of the BPS social demogrphic survey, low-income or low-income
groups, 70 percent claimed to have experienced a decrease in income when Covid-19 hit the country [4]. This condition has given birth to various affirmative programs for affected poor groups such as direct assistance for the poor or cash assistance for Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSME) actors. This effort will act as a trigger so that people's purchasing power will increase and will encourage economic growth. The government realizes that the Covid-19 pandemic is different from other pandemics. As well as being fast, the pandemic has destroyed the national economies and economically weak communities [5].

The economic downturn of the lower class society is very different from the economic crisis in 1998. The crisis that occurred at that time was able to make MSMEs the backbone and buffer zone that saved the nation's economy although it had not significantly boosted national economic growth. After the crisis in 1997-1998 the number of MSMEs did not experience a reduction but increased, it was recorded that in 1997 there were 39,765,110, decreased in 1998 by 7.42 percent but in 1999 it increased 2.98 percent to 37,911,723 and grew rapidly in 2000 to 4.94 percent or 39,784,036 MSMEs [6]. The World Trade Organization (WTO) estimates that the volume of world trade globally is likely to decline by around 32 percent by 2020 during the Covid-19 period. Restrictions on community activities as an effort to deal with the Covid-19 pandemic have caused significant economic losses nationally. Some of the sectors that have slumped are the transportation, tourism, trade and household sectors. MSMEs generate employment between 50-95 percent, and contribute between 30-50 percent of Gross Domestic Product/GDP [7]. Women have special problems that are different from men. Covid-19 is equally hard hit, but women have an extra burden that men don't have. During the Pandemic, women not only have to maintain the health and safety of children and their families, but include greater care than normal times. Women have a double burden, namely domestic and public burdens. Domestic burdens are household burdens that are often mistakenly assumed to be natural, when in fact only social constructions are considered right but wrong. In the poor group, the domestic burden increases with the public burden, namely making a living, either additional or main income [8].

In the vulnerable group, namely women as the head of the family, like it or not, they have to run the two poles of the domestic and the public in an attractive manner [9, 10]. Strengthening and maintaining the availability of adequate food is an option that cannot be refused. Meanwhile, the assistance that is expected to ease the burden has not been able to be accessed. They are vulnerable due to several reasons, among others, the legal identity as the head of the family cannot be owned due to divorce which is not registered in the civil registry or in the Religious Courts. On the other hand, female households must have a family card identity so that the right to government assistance can be enjoyed. A new habitual adaptation policy has been launched, with the hope that there will be public awareness that this unstoppable pandemic will be able to be adapted to good health protocols, as well as to fulfill calls for maintaining distance and contact with other people. This is not a simple matter. The social fatigue caused by the pandemic has stretched the gap in the economic sector. Office workers have better work stability, while small-scale economic actors have to struggle because the era of new adaptation changes has not been able to be broken through to strengthen the household economy. Resilience is weakened, because it has to compete with a new, increasingly stronger level, namely consumption based on information technology [11-13]. This insistent helplessness results in a prolonged vulnerability. Observing the phenomenon as mentioned above, the researchers conducted an analysis of the ability of poor women to maintain the safety, availability and quality of food for their families. The purpose of this study is to describe and analyze female heads of household in building food security in the adaptation period for new changes. The focus of this research is in the city of Surakarta because the female heads of household in the city of Surakarta are women who have resilience and resilience that has been tested in several disasters that have hit this city.

2 Problems
Women as the head of the family in building food security are not an easy problem. As women with the identity of the head of the family, it has been socially constructed that they are weak and helpless in facing the Covid-19 pandemic from various directions. This time the pandemic is considered a very heavy disaster. The heavy burden that is borne by the head of household of women, forcing them to get out of pressing situations that do not know when it will end. The era of adapting to new habits has long been launched. The community can carry out productive activities in strengthening the business network they are engaged in. This era is at stake whether the gap that has occurred can be minimized so that the optimum goal can be achieved. Most of
the head of household for poor women in Surakarta City have micro to small businesses with various commodities moving forward to develop the resilience they have so far. The problem faced is that the construction on which to build a business is not as strong as during the economic crisis. The community has switched models in obtaining their needs, while micro and small entrepreneurs are still conventional in marketing their merchandise openly. It is this distortion that has not been understood by many that has triggered slow economic growth and weak breakout power. The problem that arises is how the ability to take small leaps in facing the era of adaptation to new habits so that family food security can be guaranteed both availability and quality.

### 3 Research Methods

This research is a descriptive qualitative type. The purpose of descriptive research is to describe a phenomenon and its characteristics. This research is more concerned with what than how or why something happened. Therefore, observation and survey tools are often used to collect data [14]. Qualitative research is more holistic and often involves rich data sets from multiple sources in order to gain a deeper understanding of individual participants, including their opinions, perspectives, and attitudes. Qualitative research often involves inductively exploring data to identify recurring themes, patterns, or concepts and then explaining and interpreting those categories [15].

In addition to describing the situation and condition of female family heads facing the Covid-19 pandemic, this study also analyzes their resilience to strengthen family food security. The subject of this research is the head of household (of poor women in the City of Surakarta. The types of data used are primary data in the form of in-depth interviews with research subjects and secondary data in the form of special publications both from BPS and from relevant Regional Apparatus Organizations.

The subjects of this study were poor female head of household as seen from the Integrated Social Welfare Data (Data Terpadu Kesejahteraan Sosial/DTKS) with characteristics, namely female household heads with the lowest 40% welfare status. The number of research subjects was 61 poor women household heads. Data collection was done by in-depth interviews, namely conducting interviews with research subjects, exploring stories or cases and stories from the lives they lived. Completing in-depth interviews conducted observations of the activities of the research subjects. Data processing is done by means of triangulation which is based on the assumption of using several sources: data, methods and researchers that can neutralize the research bias inherent in one particular data source. The triangulation method offers overcoming the disadvantages of a single method. The use of qualitative descriptive makes it possible to use several different methods for the investigation of phenomena of interest and the results provide complementary confirmation, so that valid results are obtained [16].

### 4 Results

In the Indonesian dictionary, resilient means chewy, while resilience is the property of a material that returns to its original shape when it is stretched or when the supports are no longer working. Resilience is defined as reliance or something to be able to survive. The word resilience is often used in discussions of community capacity in dealing with environmental changes. Food safety according to Law No. 18 of 2012 concerning Food is a condition and effort required to prevent Food from the possibility of contamination of biological, chemical and other objects that can disturb, harm and endanger human health and does not conflict with religion, belief, and community culture so that it is safe for consumption. This law also defines food security and independence. Food independence is the ability of the state and nation to produce various kinds of food from within the country which can ensure the fulfillment of sufficient food needs at the individual level by utilizing the potential of natural, human, social, economic resources and local wisdom in a dignified manner. Law No. 18 of 2012 stated that food security is a condition for the fulfillment of food for the state to individuals, which is reflected in the availability of food that is sufficient, both in quantity and quality, safe, diverse, nutritious, equitable, and affordable and does not conflict with religion, belief, and community culture, to be able to live healthy, active and productive in a sustainable manner.

These three basic concepts are needed to understand food comprehensively. In terms of food independence, the availability of rice as the main consumption of the community becomes a commodity that plays a role in fulfilling people's livelihoods because of some considerations that are rice is the main source of carbohydrates for the majority of Indonesians and nearly 90 percent of the
total population of Indonesia consumes rice; most of the livelihoods of the Indonesian people are farming so that the provision of rice fields whose job is the largest in the food crop sector; total expenditure 30 percent of poor households are used for rice consumption; and, in terms of health, the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) of grains is 50 percent of the total energy consumption of the food group. Therefore, the availability of national rice depends on 3 aspects, namely: domestic rice production; procurement of rice reserves through Indonesian Bureau of Logistics (Badan Ususan Logistik/Bulog) and foreign rice procurement policies [17].

Food independence to maintain the continuity of domestic rice production, protect farmers so that the harvest is distributed, guarantee prices for farmers and easy access to rice in the community. According to Food and Agriculture Organization/FAO, Indonesia is among the third largest rice producing countries in the world after China and India. China's rice production amounted to 741 million tons, India's 153 million tons, while Indonesia's rice production was 75.6 million tons [18]. Taking into account this condition, the effort that must be made is rice self-sufficiency so that domestic needs do not depend on foreign products, namely [17]. From the supply side, it is conducted by encouraging increased domestic rice production by applying appropriate technology, while from the demand side, it is by promoting campaigns "one day no rice" through food diversification activities.

Sustainable food security is defined as when all people at all times have sufficient physical, social and economic access, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences, lives an active and healthy life without compromising the productive capacity of natural resources, the integrity of biological systems, or environmental quality. The 1996 Rome Declaration on Food Security and the World Food Summit Plan of Action recognize that although food availability has increased substantially over the past decade, serious constraints in access to food, coupled with the inability of households to buy food, instability of supply and demand and natural disasters and caused by humans, prevent many people from meeting their basic food needs [18]. In this context, the 1996 World Food Summit reaffirmed the importance of poverty alleviation through the full participation of women and men to achieve sustainable food security for all [19].

Government Regulation number 86 of 2019 concerning food safety states that the implementation of food safety is carried out through food sanitation, regulation of food additives, regulation of genetically modified food products, regulating food irradiation, stipulation of food packaging standards, providing food safety and quality assurance, and guarantee of halal products for those who are required. This government regulation mainly regulates the implementation of security in a broad sense, in large production processes to ensure food safety in a broad sense and not individually. The era of the Covid-19 pandemic, which has reached the stage of adapting to new habits, provides new challenges in the form of food security for the community. Food security is the ability to provide food that is affordable, cheap, and safe for families. This new challenge is not only for the government, but individually the community is required to be able to fulfill food security for the family.

The era of adapting to new habits is still being felt heavily by the community, especially women as heads of poor families. Poor women heads of families have to work extra hard because most of them are casual non-agricultural workers (21.31%). While others are private laborers / employees (16.39%) and 13.11% do not work as shown in Figure 1.

![Fig.1: The Livelihoods of Poor Female Head of Families in Surakarta City](source: Processed from primary data, 2020)

Poor women as family head do get assistance from the government, but not all get it. There were 96.72 percent of poor female family head interviewed who received social assistance and 3.28 percent did not receive social assistance. The types of assistance obtained were Smart Indonesia Program amounting to 32.58 percent; Non-Cash Food Assistance (Bantuan Pangan Non Tunai/BPNT) amounting to 31.82 percent; and the Family Hope Program (Program Keluarga Harapan/PKH) by 28.03 percent. Receipt of this assistance does not overlap. They can get one or two of the help, but what they receive is not sufficient for their daily needs.
Among the assistance received, rice for the poor (beras miskin/raskin) was the assistance that received many benefits, even though the amount received was not complete as recognized by 66.67% percent of poor women family head who received the amount of poor rice assistance (raskin) were less than the amount they should have, namely 15 kg, only 33.33 percent stated that they received rice assistance for the poor (raskin) in accordance with the amount required. All types of assistance received are recognized as helping them in overcoming life's difficulties, even though they are admittedly not in accordance with their needs. Several poor female head of households admitted that they did not receive assistance due to the incomplete divorce process from their husbands. The divorce imposed by the husband, or the divorce suit filed was not formally followed and was registered at the Civil Registration Office or the Religious Court. This hanging legal identity status has fatal consequences because the documents held by women, who should have changed their residency status, cannot be fulfilled. Some of the reasons put forward were that the process of obtaining a divorce certificate was hampered by costs, and some admitted that they did not understand that divorce status had an impact on residency status. As is known, various poverty alleviation programs or covid-19 fast action programs are aimed at families. There are several programs aimed at individuals but with special conditions, for example assistance for MSMEs, or morning work assistance for workers who are registered as members of the Employees Social Security System (Badan Penyelenggaraan Jaminan Sosial/BPJS Ketenagakerjaan). This means that those who are not recorded will not get the assistance.

Most of the female family head recipients were not individual beneficiaries, they were among the target groups as the poor. The effort they have taken is by doing various businesses that are considered to have opportunities to make money. Some of the businesses they do are selling food, switching from their own business to laborers, selling vegetables at the market, transporting workers, washing workers, and making masks [20]. This effort was not completely successful, they made changes to their survival strategy over and over again with the various types of businesses they were engaged in. It is this ability to make changes that is amazing. They admit that the effort was made with great effort and very hard, because the competitors they face are not just fellow poor people but are competing with owners of large capital and wide access.

Great efforts have been made by poor women family head to strengthen family resilience, especially in terms of food. For them, food security is a priority, while other needs are second. They realize that food quality for families during the Covid-19 pandemic is very important. In the midst of their economic limitations, they tried hard to provide pagan families with the minimum standard they could afford. According to the acknowledgment of several family heads, the provision of family food has increased in quality. Before Covid-19 they ate what they were, the important thing was that they had rice and chili sauce available, now their diet has changed.

They try to comply with government recommendations, at least vegetables and vegetable protein are met, even if they provide animal protein, their ability is to provide eggs, salted fish, and chicken, especially broiler chickens with the head and legs. The average expenditure for providing family meals ranges from 20-30 thousand per day. Another priority that has been prepared is family health. They traditionally provide herbal medicine from the cheapest herb namely turmeric, lemongrass leaves and a little ginger. Some universities and NGOs distribute herb assistance to them, although it is limited, it can be used to support family health. However, not all of the recommendations are for the use of health protocols, namely using masks, followed. The reason it is difficult to breathe when working is a classic reason, but they still use masks if they are outside the home environment [21, 22].

The problem faced in providing quality food is the affordability to provide food in a sustainable manner. They are pessimistic that if the pandemic continues, the ability to provide food security for families will be threatened. The inability to compete is recognized as a formidable obstacle. Some people claim to have the ability to master information technology a little thanks to the help of their children, but most say that they do business based on business intuition that has been done so far. If you are unable to survive the business you are doing, then the alternative you will take is to become a laborer, or to invite your family to be involved in the business you are engaged in. Family food security is determined by the economic capacity of the household. The period of the Covid-19 pandemic for poor women family head is an acrobatic period for the family's economy, namely the need for business capital as a basis for continuing the business that has been practiced so far. The problem of working capital is not simple. So far, capital support has been obtained from extended families and debts from neighbors or
middlemen. This dependence gets squeezed even more when they are unable to get out of poverty. Some who get assistance from the government can breathe a little, but for those who do not get assistance, they depend on the helping hand of neighbors or distant families.

The kinship ties between neighbors and distant families are a lifeline for the truly poor and downtrodden. Even though they are worried about the assistance, whether they like it or not, it must be accepted. Those who get a helping hand from neighbors and distant relatives, as well as from social foundations, are those who are no longer able to survive. Another problem that must be faced is in terms of family care. It turns out that the provision of quality family food must be balanced with parenting styles which in this pandemic can no longer be fully fulfilled. Public and domestic spaces attract each other, which in the end, poor women family head must choose public space as a way to provide quality pagan. Childcare is completely left to older children, parents, relatives and neighbors. It is not surprising that domestic violence appears especially psychological violence due to the parenting style that is delegated. The findings of this study 3 out of 10 of them experienced violence.

5 Discussion
Understanding the findings above shows that food issues are closely related to gender status. Social phenomena are related to psychologically construct socially, in harmony with the culture that shapes gender identity and gender roles [23]. Gender roles that are potentially, culturally determined and / or stereotyped have increased vulnerability in both men and women [24-26]. Poor women and girls predominantly experience universal stereotypes including family management, physical and emotional care for others. This shows adherence in relations with society [27], and prioritizing the needs of others above one's own [28-31]. Such traditional roles can place women at greater risk of vulnerability, be it social, economic, cultural vulnerabilities including vulnerability to violence. Passive and submissive gender stereotypes of women in social relations create inequality and put women at risks that have been accepted. This shows that women have psychological resilience that is able to overcome the problems they face. Psychological resilience was significantly associated with life satisfaction and inversely related to psychological stress. The resilience factor encourages the emergence of a commitment to life and strengthens the welfare that is dreamed of in the family. The challenge factor contributes that a positive orientation to the future is a significant aspect. Adaptation to the losses resulting from divorce makes them come to terms with the demands, challenges including vulnerability as a significant life event [32].

Resilience is generally considered to describe the quality of being resilient [33], and applies to individuals who manage to achieve positive psychological outcomes despite facing serious negative life circumstances [34]. Resilience as the ability to adapt to changing environments or the ability to recover well after adversity, and is associated with personal attributes such as hardship and resilience [35, 36]. Analysis of the concept of resilience identifies a number of defining attributes such as having a sense of self-determination, positive self-esteem, a sense of humor, and a positive relationship [36]. This term does not necessarily imply immunity to the ill effects of stressfull living conditions but rather the ability to exhibit normal development under difficult conditions [37]. This is what happens to poor female head of households who have strong coping abilities in the midst of the many pressures that come to them. Resilience in the family refers to the characteristics, dimensions and properties of the family that help to be resilient in the face of change and adaptive in dealing with crisis situations. Resilience is generally understood to have two components, namely the ability to face risks or difficulties, and individuals or families succeed in making positive adaptations in facing challenges [37].

The research findings show the same thing, family support and social environment contributed to them getting out of the pandemic situation in the new normal era. Dependence on immediate family, such as daughters, is seen as a "helper," who must help with household activities. The bad impact is that the priority of helping the family has set aside the priority of education. Recent studies of women at the university level in Cameroon have also revealed that marital status, childbearing, family responsibilities, culture and traditions, financial autonomy, and participation in decision making contribute to poor performance in education [38]. These factors also contribute to high female dropout rates and make women less competitive in the labor market suffer marginalization and discrimination, due to their social status [39].

The various findings above require affirmative actions in the form of public policies and concrete actions to strengthen food security in the family. The ability of women with resilience even though
they are not stable has contributed to the provision of safe family food. Referring to the results of similar research in Jambi Province, it turns out that socio-economic factors have a significant effect on food security [40]. The public policy model for women's domestic violence must be particularistic. The model built involves the social environment, and opens opportunities for female domestic workers without legal identity to get the same treatment. Meanwhile, real actions can be built in two perspectives, namely practical action and strategic action. Practical actions can be in the form of direct assistance that has never been obtained, such as sufficient rice assistance in one month, durable dry side dishes such as salted fish or salted egg, and capital assistance for them to get up and start doing business.

Strategic action can be in the form of assistance including special treatment in fulfilling legal identities which can be useful to open access to obtain needed resources. Poor women and family heads of household must be able to avoid violence based on gender, family and social, especially by marginalizing them to the level of vulnerability that cannot be helped. Steps to overcome food security in the new normal family can be taken by reviewing the status of households headed by women without legal identity. The experience in Brazil in 2009 provides new insights into the determinants of quality of life using measures of food insecurity that ignore the effects of poverty, age, income, education, residence, and gender status. Various indicators of household internal composition have a statistically significant and non-linear effect on food insecurity. Women's preferences in expenditure and consumption are likely to have a greater positive effect on the welfare of other household members. This Brazilian experience shows that even though women experience stressors such as being more intense than men, they have the ability to make their families better because they have high resilience in strengthening food security in the family [41].

Vulnerability experienced is not only poverty, but legal status as the head of the family has become a barrier to accessing other needed resources. Despite its various limitations, it turns out that poor women's head of household has good resilience socially and economically. This bouncy ability is influenced by several factors, namely the ability to face risks or difficulties, and individuals or families successfully make positive adaptations in facing challenges. Another factor from this research was found, namely the support of family, community and social environment which contributed to them getting out of the pandemic situation in the new normal era.

The government, local governments must affirm public policies specifically for women family head, which can be started from the mapping of poor women's heads of household so that interventions can be more specific. Building social participation in poor women in the family head environments can avoid marginalization and stereotypes and strengthen their empowerment. Encouraging NGOs, universities, social and private foundations and philanthropists to take practical and strategic actions. New normal must be understood as a different leap from the normal situation, therefore reviewing the status of households headed by women without legal identity as a prerequisite for receiving assistance is important.

6 Conclusion
The results showed that head of household poor women in the new normal era experience quite severe challenges in managing a household with adequate family food security guarantees. The squeezing condition of poverty has narrowed the social scope due to the limited accessibility of the inherent gender status of women. The completely limited condition shows an inability to overcome situations that require different strengths from the normal conditions before the Covid-19 pandemic.
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